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Sharing Christmas With A Family In Your Community 
 

Christmas is a wonderful time for family, food and fun. 
The Sharing Christmas Program provides an opportunity  
for you, our donors and community partners, to be able to 
support others in our community while ensuring that our 
guests are treated with dignity and privacy.  
 
Each November, families requiring some support for 
Christmas will come and register to be part of the Sharing 
Christmas Program. A few days before Christmas, these 
same families will return to receive a gift card to a local 
grocery store, and parents will be provided with the 
opportunity to select toys for their child(ren) from the Toy 
Depot. This is always a magical time as parents try to 
find that gift that they know their child really wants for 
Christmas.  
 
You can support the Sharing Christmas program by: 
1) Donate financially in person at any Salvation Army      

location or on-line at www.kelownasalvationarmy.ca 
2)  Purchase gifts for our Toy Depot 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
We have included some testimonials from some of our 
guests from previous years throughout the catalogue.  
 
We thank-you for SHARING CHRISTMAS with others in  
our community. We believe that together - whether we are 
giving or receiving - that our lives are enriched when we 
share.  

Family Size Food Gift Card Toys 

2 $100 $50 per child 

3-4 $125 $50 per child 

5-8 $150 $50 per child 

9+ $175 $50 per child 
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Why Did We Change From Hampers To Gift Cards? 
 

A few years ago, The Salvation Army in Kelowna changed 
from providing a physical food hamper to the provision of a 
grocery gift card. The change was made for several 
reasons: the dignity of our guests, stretching our dollars, 
and the increase in dietary restrictions. 
 
Presenting our guests with a grocery gift card honours their 
privacy and dignity. They can now shop at the grocery store 
and choose the items they would most enjoy and want for 
their families holiday festivities. 
 
Some of our families will choose to purchase all the food  
for a Christmas dinner, while others will choose to use the 
money to purchase food for several days. The gift card    
allows our guests to decide what is best for their family. 
 
In recent years there has been a significant increase in the 
number of individuals experiencing dietary restrictions and 
special needs. The gift card ensures that each family can 
choose food items that are safe for their loved ones.  
 
This decision has been affirmed many times by our guests. 
One young mom wrote to us saying... “Nothing is worse 
than receiving food that my daughter cannot eat. She has 
celiac disease - we must read every label before she can 
eat anything. The gift card was a huge help last year. We 
bought items we would rarely eat - it made Christmas extra 
special.” 
 
The value of the gift card has been determined based upon   
family size, items provided in our traditional food hampers       
and local costs to purchase those items.  

We gratefully accept your gifts at 1480 Sutherland Ave. 
anytime before Dec. 13th as they will be distributed 

from Dec. 16th to 20th. 
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When we asked our guest about something they were 
grateful for, these were some of their responses. 
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Family Gifts 
 

Games provide a feeling of success and confidence that 
can translate into other areas of a child’s life. Games also 
bring family members and peers together. 
 
Children learn to verbalize rules, communicate within a 
group and cooperation. They also help kids stay focused, 
problem solve, create a strategy to win the game and help 
create great memories. 
 
 Board Games 
 Gas Out Game 
 Monopoly 
 Speak out 
 Trivial Pursuit 
 Ticket to Ride 
 Sequence 
 Card games—Uno, Crazy 8s, 

Old Maid 
 Bananagrams 
 Jenga 
 Mousetrap 
 Squawk 
 Zingo 
 Kerplunk 
 Hungry Hippos 
 Monkey Beach 
 Pictionary 
 Scattegories 
 Settlers of Catan 
 Pandemic 
 Battleship 
 Don’t Say It 
 Sushi Go 
 Scrabble 
 Hedbanz 
 Yahtzee 
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Family Gifts 
 

Books are a great family gift. Reading is to the mind as 
exercise is to the body. Books encourage parent/child 
bonding, and reading aloud to children is the easiest way to 
enhance language and literacy development. 
 
Most Popular Books 
 Percy Jackson Series by Rick Riodan 
 Miss Peregrine’s Peculiar Children Series by      

Ransom Riggs 
 Narnia Series by CS Lewis 
 Harry Potter Series by JK Rowlings 
 The Lord of the Ring Series by JRR Tolkien 
 Geronimo Stilton Collection 
 Ripley’s Believe it or Not Annual 2019 
 Intricate/Adult Coloring books and pencil crayons 
 The Maze Runner Series 

 

Puzzles are also a great family gift! 
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Infant Toys 
 

A baby’s development is incredibly escalated as their 
bodies and brains are both on super-drive. Sensory 
exploration is the beginning development focus as infants 
begin to understand their world and implement their newly 
formed sense of sight, touch, taste and smell. They are 
learning hand-eye coordination, fine motor skills are being 
formed and everything is being put in their mouth. Babies 
need to explore. Best toys? Teethers, balls, stackers, 
rattles, soft books, rollers and mirrors. 

 
 

 Elmo 
 Baby Einstein 
 Sophie the Giraffe 
 Ride on Toys 
 Walking Toys 
 Teething Toys 
 Learning Toys 
 Blocks 
 Board Books 
 Dolls 
 Go Go Smart Friends 
 Lamaze Mix and Match Caterpillar 
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Toddler and Preschool Toys 
 

The toddler/preschool stage of a child’s development is 
important as the young brain grasps concepts that lay the 
foundations for learning. Curiosity soars. Mobility and 
independence increase, as well as language and the ability 
to understand social cues.  

 
 Linkimals Smooth Move Sloth 
 Pomsies Plush Interactive Toys 
 Dress up 
 Dolls  
 Tea sets 
 Sports balls 
 Mega blocks sets 
 Cars and trucks 
 Thomas the Train 
 Tool sets 
 Calico critters  
 Bruin Infant Wacky Waddlers 
 Woodland Tree House Playset 
 Little People Sets 
 Leap Frog—Shapes and Sharing Basket 
 Lego and Duplo Sets 
 Vtech—GoGo Smart Wheels and Deluxe track 
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Toys for Age 4 to 6 
 

This is the era of pretend play—children develop creativity 
and the ability to plan for the future. Pretend play begins in 
early childhood with make-believing toys and objects are 
real and evolves into imagining things that do not exist like 
unicorns and monsters. 
 
 Walking Buzz Lightyear 
 Boppi the Booty Shakin Lama 
 Hatchimals Pixie 
 Blume Dolls 
 Scruff-A-Luvs 
 Paw patrol 
 Playmobil 
 Dress up 
 Baby Alive You and Me 
 Dinosaurs 
 Dinotrux  
 Hot Wheels Sets 
 Lego 
 Fur Real Friends 
 Enchantimals 
 Just Like Home Workshop 

Talking Toolbox 
 Tonka Toys 
 Bruin Rockstar Guitar 
 Imaginex 
 Leap Frog 
 Shopkins 
 Trolls 
 PJ Masks Figure Pack 
 Animal Planet 
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Gifts for Age 7 to 9 
 

Children are natural scientists because they are full of 
questions about the world around them and fostering this 
sense of inquiry is invaluable. Science is based on the    
principles of observing, predicting, experimenting and      
interpreting to form conclusions. 
 
 LED Hover Football 
 Lightup Hover Sphere 
 Cubby the Curios Bear 
 Candy Locks Doll 
 Off the Hook Style Studio 
 Treasure Aliens - Dissection Kit with Slime 
 Fingerlings Lightup Narwhal 
 The Owleez Flying Owl 
 Novie Robot from Spine Master 
 Lego 
 Science kits 
 Magic sets 
 Craft sets 
 Action Figures 
 Nerf N Strike 
 Nerf Elite Sonic Ice Series 
 Scooters 
 Star Wars 
 Transformers 
 Minecraft 
 Journey Girls 
 Hot Wheels  
 Remote Control Vehicles 
 Hexbugs 
 Crayola Color Chemisty 
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Tweens - Age 10 to 12 
 

Construction sets are excellent toys for young minds. 
They teach about spatial thinking and the ability to visualize 
in the third dimension. For careers like architects, engineers 
and doctors, this form of intelligence plays a key role. 
Construction sets also expose kids to pre-math skills like 
patterns and matching. Three dimensional construction 
hones reasoning and logic and helps build mental muscles 
for complex concepts like geometry and physics. 

 
 NERF Rival Apollo XV-700 Blaster 
 Air Hogs Supernova Flying Orb 
 Hexbug Vex Crossbow 20 
 Vivitar Mobile Candy Bluetooth Speaker 
 Bomtrix 
 Fortnight Nerf Elite Dart Blaster 
 Hotwheels Techmods Accelo GT 
 Go Glam Nail Stamper 
 Novie Root from Spine Master 
 Remote control vehicle 
 Head phones 
 Make up sets 
 Nail polish sets 
 Advanced Lego, Meccanno, 
 Colouring books—intricate ones with themes like the 

ocean 
 Advanced crafts 
 Transformers 
 Nerf and Strike  
 Skateboards 
 Halo Swivel Gliders 
 Minecraft 
 Selfie Mic 
 Vex Gear Racer by Hexbug 
 Tie Dye Kits 
 White Boards & Markers 
 Pajamas Size 14+ 
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Teens - Age 13 to 18 
 
If you have ever shopped for teenagers, you know they 
can sometimes be challenging. We try to simplify this by 
providing gift cards for all the teens, plus stocking stuffer 
items for parents to include for Christmas morning. 
 
If you are not sure what to purchase for this age group, gift 
cards are the way to go. Smaller value gift cards for fast 
food will be combined with a larger dollar value one to equal 
gifts that are given to other age groups. 
 
We do let parents have some input into where the gift cards 
are for so they will be used for what is intended and the 
most joy on Christmas morning. 
 
 Gift cards—Orchard Park Mall (or any store in        

Orchard Park Mall), Best Buy, Chapters, iTunes, 
Fast Food Places, Coffee 

 Movie Passes 
 Toiletries 
 Gift pack of nail polish 
 Metal Earth Models 
 Escape Room In a Box Game 
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Stocking Stuffers Ideas 
 

Some people have the best memories of opening their 
stocking on Christmas morning. We would love to help 
more people have great stocking memories. 
 
Here are a few ideas, but go ahead and include some that 
are not on the list. We just ask to not include candy, with 
the exception of gum. 
 
 Toiletries like shampoo, deodorant, bubble bath, 

body wash or soap, loofah sponge 
 Facial cleanser 
 Razors 
 Chapstick/lip balm 
 Socks (boys and girls) 
 Toothbrush/Toothpaste 
 Hairbrush/Comb 
 Hair gel/spray 
 Barrettes and other hair accessories 
 Q-tips/cotton pads 
 Small makeup bag 
 Small card games 
 Reusable coffee mug/water bottle 
 Crayons/markers/pencil 

crayons 
 Colouring Book 
 Key chain 
 Small lego 
 Journal 
 Toque/gloves 
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From the desk of 
Sonia Withers, Community Ministries Coordinator 

 
I met with a family last holiday season that shared they had 

never thought they would be using the Salvation Army for 

any services. As Christmas approached they realized that 

this year would be different. Their daughter had been sick 

as she started school and ended up needing to go to     

Vancouver Children's hospital. With travel costs and both 

parents not working they were falling further and further  

behind financially. As the stress' of having a sick child 

mounted so did the other challenges of loss of work, looking 

after other children in the family and finances. Coming to 

the Salvation Army provided a safe place to get assistance 

to provide food and toys for Christmas but also emotional 

and spiritual care for the journey. 

New Beginnings 

“The Salvation Army helped my family when I was growing 

up,” says John. “At Christmas they provided us with toys and 

hampers filled with food. I also attended their after-school 

programs. With these previous experiences, I felt that The 

Salvation Army was my last hope to get sober, make right 

decisions and turn my life around.” 
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Thank-You for Making a Difference in Our Community! 
 
The Salvation Army Kelowna serves people from Lake 
Country to Okanagan Lake Bridge. These are individuals - 
moms, dads, grandparents, and children from our 
community who are possibly your co-workers, friends, 
family members as well as individuals whom you’ve never 
met. 
 
By partnering with us and getting involved with our  
Sharing Christmas Program, you are making a difference  
in someone’s life, not only for this Christmas season, but  
for years to come. 
 
We could not do what we do without the support of our 
amazing community! Each and every year this amazing 
community steps-up to support these programs and makes 
it possible for families to enjoy Christmas. 
 
The Salvation Army has been actively working in our    
community since 1919 and with your help, we will continue 
long into the future. 
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The Salvation Army Kelowna 
1480 Sutherland Avenue | 250-860-2329 | office@kelsa.ca 

www.kelownasalvationarmy.ca 
FB: The Salvation Army Kelowna 

T: Kelowna Sally Ann 


